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1. Introduction 
Given two monomorphisms LY, p of a group C into another group A, we form the 
Higman-Neumann-Neumann extension A *&) ix follows: take the free product 
A *(t ) of A with an infinite cyclic group presente J as (t ), and divide out by 
the normal subgroup generated by elements of the form ta! (c)t-‘/3(c)-‘, c E C. If R 
is a ground ring, then the following property of the group ring R(l?) is known to 
Waldhausen [4, 51: 
Theorem 1.1. If R (A) is right cuhmnc and R I(C) is +ht Nm ‘. er;.v:!, then R (D) is 
right coherent. 
Waldhausen deduced this T~SJO fro:m a genl;sal r~~2~L~!~i~*., :y of “‘surgeries” and 
“Mayer-Vietoris presentat IFS’* of chain con@ex::. R&X: he deve??ped in the 
course of studying Whitehe;,, groups of generalized f~ti ?F{ Ducts. In this note we 
shall show that for ?he purp<;Je :sF proving Theorem . I.!: ,;‘.‘T a, a very elementary 
lemma suffices. 
2. The key lemml 
Unless others, ilh:le specified, the words “module”, “coherent”, etc. will mean 
“right module”, ’ right coh;;rent”,. and so on. Let Q, /3 be two monomorphisms of a 
ring r into a rinb A. They give rise naturally to two injections of r” into 
denoted also by cy and p respectively. We shall write m -tuples in column form, so 
that for example a typical element of A 2m will be (G), with X, y E A m. Suppose that 
‘there is an invertible element t in A such that ta (c)t’-’ = /3(c) for all c E k. 
basic lemma refers tcr the following diagram 
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A*” 
ufm ,lr 
/ 
r”-$ A 2m, 
\ 
b ‘\A*“’ 
where we define u, (5) = (“t’), ZP (5) = (&)) and e(e) = @&‘I) = (E&). Notice that 
(#) *(t) = Us (5) + lfl (g)t for all 5 in rm. 
Lemma 2.1. Refer to the sPtuation above. For every A -submodule V of A 2m, there is 
a Csubmodule K C r” ha! ling the following two properties: 
(i) e E K if and only if eblter u= (6) or lo (6) belongs to V + (u, (K) + la (K)) 9 A ; 
(ii) V+(u,r[K)+l&K)~*A = V+#(K)*A; 
where X l A denotes the A *submodule of A 2m generated by X. 
Proof. The construcFion of K is guided by property (i). Set VO = V. Then it is clear 
from (i) that K must ccnt;ln u ;’ ( VO), Z,‘( VO), u ;* (le (u :’ ( VO))) etc. Accordingly we 
define two increasing chains of submodules Ki Cr”, v1: CA 2m by 
Kt = u:‘(Vo)+ l,“ii(V,), v, = Vo+ (u, (K,)+ lB(Kl)). A ; 
K i+l= u~‘(V:)+Z~‘(V), V;:+l= VI: +(ua(Ki+l)+lB(Ki+l))eA; 
and we let K = K, = K, U K2 U. l l t V, = VI U V2* l l be their respective direct 
limits. A trivial induction establishes that Vi = Vo + (up(Ki) + Zp(Ki)) l A for all i. It 
follows by letting i tend to infinity that V, is precisely the submodule VO+ 
(u=(K)+ l@(K)) l A. From this, one can check that K has property (i) without any 
difficulty. 
To show that K has property (ii), it suffices to assert that s 
m V i+l= VI: + @(K+l) 9 A for all i 2 0; 
for (I’) would entail inductively that vi = VO+ $(Ki) l A for all i, whereupon (ii) 
follows as i * a. 
By ( # ), the left hand side of (t) already contains the right hand side. To see the 
reverse irxlusion, suppose w E Vi+l* By definition, there are elements @ E Vi, 
&, 5: E Ki+l and dA, d: E A such that 
w = IC + 2 u, (&)d,, + 2 lp (&)dL. 
A A 
Furthermore, in Ki+l one has the decoimposition 
with u, (&), lP (&), u, (&) and lP (&) all lying in Vi. Computing modulo Vi one 
gets 
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But by ( # ), both u&z) and la(&)t lie in Vi + e(K) l A. It follows that the same is 
true for w. This proves (5), and hence the lemma. 
Let D = A xt) be an HNN extension. Let r = R(C), A = R(D), with two 
monomorphisms LY, p : r *A given naturally by the data of the HNN extension. 
Then there is a third ring, namely 2 = R(A), such that a(r)+ P(r)Cz CA. In this 
special situation we have the following supplement to Lemma 2.1. 
Lemma 2.2. Let r = R(C), A = R(D). Assume at V CA 2m is a submodule 
generated by elements in jCEm, and that K Cr” is the corresponding module given by 
Lemma 2.1. Then the submodule o!(K) l A of A m contains all those elements y E A m 
for which (&) lies in V + I/?(K) l A. 
Proof. Recall that associated with each HNN extension D = 4 gt), there is a tree 
whose edges are the (right) cy (C)-cosets in D, and whose vertices are the A cosets 
in D, such that the edge cw(C)d is incident precisely with the two vertices Ad and 
Atd. Let us fix ar(C)-coset representatives dA E D, A running through some index 
set. Given y E A”, there are unique elements &, . . ., [, in r” such that y = 
z trAG;r a(&)dh. It follows that ty = Cta! (&)dn, and hence 
The subtree formed by the edges a(C)d,, . . .,a!(C)d, must have an extremal 
vertex, say Atd,. This means that among the A -cosets determined by dl, td,, . . ., d,, 
td,, Atd, coincides with none of the others. Let Vr be the submodule of ;Ij2m 
satisfying V = V, l D. V’ exists by hypothesis. If (&) lies in V + #(K) l A, then it 
lies in ( Vx + u,(K) + Z@(K)) l A by property (ii) of K, where Vx + up(K) + la(K) is 
contained in C*“. Using A2m = S*” BRA, the freeness of A as a left S-module, and 
the extremal property above, it is easy to see from (*) that Z,&) must lie in 
Vz + (ucx (K) + 1s (W) ‘2, so that & E K by property (i). (If the extremal vertex had 
been Ad,, this conclusion would have been derived via u, (6,) rather than l&).) 
Applying the same argument o the element y - cw(S,.)d,, we deduce inductively that 
5 r_l,. . .,&E K, so that y = Za!(&)dA E a(K) l A. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1 .l 
We shall use [2 as general refer ce for the definit and elementary properties 
of a nt ring. As in [2], it su es to show that r any nz X n matrix Q over 
A = its solution space ker Q is finitely genersed. This property of Q is not 
destroyed by applying elementary row and column operations on Q, or by an 
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exchange operation Q * (2 10). Since D = A $(t) is a quotient of A?(t), w,: can 
assume, after a number of such operations, that Q has the form tM + N, where A& 
N are m x n matrices with entries in G = R(A). 
Let V CA*” be the submodule spanned by the columns of the 2m X n n?atrix 
(-3, and let K CP be the corresponding submodule given by Lemma 2.1. Since 
r = R(C) is assumed Noetherian, K is finitely generated over I’, say by elements 
6 l,. . ., &. We use a(&), . , ., a(&) as columns to form an m X s matrix K,, and build 
the following commutative diagram 
in which Q+ denotes th$ matrix ,.-N I& 4 * Ka). Clearly, the rows of this diagram are 
exact. Since the imag- (or column space) of K, and Q+ are (Y(M). d and 
V + g(K) *A respectively, Lemma 2.2 translates into the statement hat the 
induced map between the cokernels of K, and Q+ is a monomorphism. It follows 
from standard homologic31 algebra that the induced map ker Q+ + ker (tM + N) is 
an epimorphism, so that ker (tM + N) is finitely generated, provided ker Q+ is such. 
But the image of Q+ coincides with V + (us(K) + l,(K)). d, by property (ii) of K. 
In other words Q+ has the same image as a certain matrix (--NM $0 Ki) with entries in 
2 = R(A). Since 2 is a coherent ring by hypothesis, this latter matrix has finitely 
generated kernel over A (cf. [2, lemma (3~211). It follows that the same is true for 
Q+, by an easlr application of Schanuel’s lemma, as given in [2, 941. 
4. Misceillareous remarks 
4.1, Concerning the global dimension (gl. dim) of group rings of HNN extensions, 
Waldhausen obtained in [4, 51 that 
gl.dim R (D) s Max {gldim R (A), 1 + gl.dim R (C)}, 
This result can also be established without difficulty, by using the diagram in 
Section 3. 
4.2. If we define Dq to be the quotient of A*(T) by the normal subgroup 
generated by elements T~Q! (C)T-~/~(C)-* , c E C, then R(D,) is also coherent under 
the same hypotheses ofTheorem 1.1, since D, can be obtained from D by forming 
an appropriate free product with amalgamation. 
One special exa.mple ofHNN extension satisfying the hypotheses ofTheorem 
1.1 is the fundamental group n of a closed surface other than S*or RP*. If v’is a 
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semi-direct product of r with (t), then the cohere nce of the integral group ring 2~ 
leads to the vanishing of the Whitehead group Wh(r’), by direct application of 
formulas of Farrell and Hsiang [3, Theorem 211. Such a result should be considered 
as supplemental to those in [l]. See particularly the concluding corollary of [ 11. 
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